PRODUCT TEST

MAGNETIC
TANKBAGS

Tankbag prices and sizes vary hugely - so how do you find a good one? By turning
the page. We tested 20 popular bags to find the right ones for every job

BY SIMON WEIR

T

HE TANKBAG IS one of those
often underrated bits of luggage.
So very handy when in use, so
often shoved in a corner and
neglected when not needed – and that’s
when you have a good tankbag. Sadly,
many riders seem to buy the first one they
see – and that may not be the one that best
meets their needs.
Tankbags come in all shapes and sizes.
Whether you need a small tankbag for
your phone and wallet on a day trip or a
large bag for touring, there will be one
that’s right for you. Chances are there will
be one at the right price, too, as there are
tankbags to suit all budgets. There are
myriad fitting systems, but here we’re
concentrating on magnetic bags, which are
by far the most common.
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Anatomy of
a tankbag

Map pocket
Should be big enough to take
a map: ideally, two folds of a
Michelin map or at least an A5
road atlas. Best if accessed
from inside the bag: if the zip’s
on the outside, it’ll probably leak
and soak your map.

KEY
Zips

18 Capacity

Open, exposed zips will leak.
Open zips covered with a rain
flap have a fighting chance of
outlasting a shower. What you
really want are waterproof zips
like those on the Oxford X40.
Zip pulls need to be robust and
should ideally be hidden in “zip
garages” when done up, again
to help defeat leaks.

6 Magnets

Map pocket
Sat nav
holder
Rain cover
Headstock
strap
Carry
handle
Shoulder
strap
Rucksack
straps
Zip-off
map base

Base
Needs to be a non-scratchy
material. Magnet wings should
fold over it, to make sure it
doesn’t pick up dirt that could
scratch the tank. Brush the
base clean before fitting the
bag on the bike. Every time.

Sides and slopes
A floppy tankbag can be
awkward, especially when it’s
only partially full. Stiffening
boards make bags sturdier and
stronger. However, leaning on
stiff boards isn’t comfortable.
Especially high, square ones.
A sloping top – as on this Givi
bag – is more comfortable if
you have to rest on it.

External
pockets
They can make a bag
significantly more useful, but
only if they’re a decent size.
May need to store straps and
rain cover. Better if there’s
space for sunglasses, change,
visor cleaners and other bits.

Carry handle
Simplest way to move the bag
from the bike to the bar/hotel
room/café table when you
get off the bike.

Rain cover
This or an inner bag will
be critical for keeping the
contents dry in hard,
sustained rain. Should fit
snugly, with strong
elastic at the base to
stop it flapping. Clear top
is essential so you can
see your map.
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Zip-off
map base

Shoulder or
bag straps

When you get to your
destination, simply zip
the main bag off, leave it
in your room, then
explore with just a map
on the tank. Usually
bigger than the map
pocket on top of the bag.

To make it easy to carry
for any distance, you
need proper straps.
Some have rucksack
straps, others have
shoulder straps. We
favour shoulder straps,
but both work.

Magnets
Must be strong and, in our
experience, they work
best if fitted on wings at
the base of the bag to
secure it properly to the
tank. Make sure all the
magnets are in contact
with the tank every time
you fit the bag.

Headstock
strap
Absolutely essential: a
dedicated strap designed
to run around the bike’s
headstock and secure
itself back on the bag,
keeping the tankbag
permanently anchored
to the bike securely.

OUR TESTS

We assessed the 20 magnetic bags
on test using these five criteria
before you fit it? We
Capacity
All bags come with a
claimed capacity in litres –
but we’re testing for how
useable that space is.
One star: phone, wallet,
visor cleaner, multi-tool,
EDZ Inner Shell
Two stars: as above, plus
digital camera, sunglasses
and spare neck tube
Three stars: as above, plus
a change of visor
Four stars: plus two-piece
waterproofs and spare gloves
Five stars: all of the above,
plus jeans, three days’
clothes (rolled into
individual packs) and
a compact wash kit

Showerproof
Most bags come with a
waterproof rain cover. But
how likely is water to get in

subjected each bag to two
minutes under a hose set to
deliver a light spray – to
simulate riding for five
minutes in heavy rain.

Ease of use
How good is the map
pocket? How handy are the
external pockets? How easy
is it to fit the bag securely?
What are the carrying straps
like? How easy is it to pack?

Our two-minute hose test simulates a five-minute rainy ride

Riding
Three basic riding tests: brisk
acceleration to 70mph;
cornering through a
left-right direction change
and a long sweeping turn;
and a low-speed U-turn.
How stable is the bag on the
bike? Does it get in the way
or impair control at all?

A tankbag only earns five stars for capacity if it can hold this

BEST FOR
TOURING
OXFORD FIRST TIME MAGNETIC TANKBAG
18

6

■ £40 www.oxprod.com
No frills, but no corners cut either:
zips are covered by a rain flap,
magnets are strong and well sited,
map pocket shows the whole A5
altas, and the capacity is good
enough for everything but touring.
It’s a bit wide for a full-lock U-turn,
but otherwise it’s unnoticeable on the
bike. The rain cover is necessary, as a
modest amount of water gets inside during
the shower test. The side pockets can be
customised with the colour swatches
included. It’s not flash or fancy and it’s not the
biggest bag, but it really works – and at £40
is a lot of tankbag for the money.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

3
3
5
4
3
18/25
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BEST FOR
TOURING
OXFORD X40
15- 40

6

■ £110 www.oxprod.com
Looks huge but the shape is unobtrusive
when riding and it’s reasonably stable,
thanks to strong magnets and rigid sides.
However, it’s so big it sits the rider up, while
full-lock U-turns simply aren’t an option.
There are two stages of expansion. The
inserts that make the sides rigid when
expanded are a bit of a fight to fit but do
make it strong and easy to pack – it took all
our kit with space to spare. There’s no rain
cover: instead there’s a drybag liner, though
no water breached the zips in the shower
test anyway. Nicely finished, with
concealed zips and good attention to detail.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

5
5
4
4
5
23/25

GIVI EA103
15- 40

OXFORD RT15 + EXPANDER

4

15- 30

6

GEAR GREMLIN DELUXE
10- 20

6

■ £80 + £30 www.oxprod.com
■ £103 www.givi.co.uk
Nice two-stage bag: use the 15L top bag on
its own, add the large lower section, or use
that on its own. When fully expanded and
loaded, the top is wobbly at speed. The size
sits the rider up and limits control too. Even
so it’s a good bag, surprisingly showerproof
and flexible, but best below full expansion.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL
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Two rugged roll-top drybags are properly
waterproof so don’t need a rain cover. Base
is stable but top is wobbly when used like
this and sits the rider up. With two bags,
capacity is excellent. Drawback is that roll
bags are slow to access compared with
zip-sealed bags and it’s harder to find
what’s inside. No straps to help carrying,
and the map pocket poppers on.

SCORES
5
4
4
2
4
19/25

Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

■ £80 www.geargremlin.com
Two bags zipped together. Fiddly but makes
sense: clothes in the bottom, the rest in the
top. It’s bulky when full, so a bit of a pain for
low-speed manoeuvres, but shape is good
for leaning on and it’s stable at speed. Rain
cover is large, but only a little water passes
zips on shower test. Good bag, good price.

SCORES
5
5
2
2
5
19/25

Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

5
4
3
3
3
18/25

EVERY OPTION
COVERED

Don’t have a metal tank? Then try this…

I

F YOU DON’T have a
metal tank, or you’re
concerned about a
magnetic tankbag
trapping dirt beneath it and
scratching the tank, there is
an alternative. Bagster
tankbags work by fitting a
cover on the tank, with the
bag clipping to the cover. It’s
very secure – and while
bags come in a range of
sizes, they all mount in
exactly the same way to the
same tank cover.
The main downside is the
cost: prices for tank covers
vary, as they’re all bikespecific, but they’re all more
than £100. That’s before
you’ve bought a bag – again,
prices vary but the very
good Alpha is £97, the huge
Sherpa £139, the compact

Tweety £38. Not everyone
likes the look of the covers,
either, though they come in
a range of colours to match
your bike and in several
finishes. If you have more
than one bike, you can’t use
the one bag on both without
two covers… and of course,
when you change bike, you
can’t move the bag to the
new one (unless you’ve
bought another example of
the same model).
The positives aren’t to be
underestimated. The quality
of the bags is good as
they’re robustly made and
well thought-out. They’re
very good from a riding
point of view, being utterly
stable and generally well
shaped to minimise
interference with the bike’s

KAPPA RA302
30-40

Bagsters connect to a tank cover, rather than the tank itself
controls. The enormous
Sherpa remains the least
intrusive large tankbag
we’ve ridden with.
Plus the cover should
protect the painted tank not
only from dirt and grit but

HELD CARRY

4

13- 20

also from the sun’s UV
radiation.
So if you don’t have a
metal tank, consider a
Bagster tankbag. Visit the
UK importer’s website at
www.baglux.co.uk

OXFORD FIRST TIME

X

18- 38

6

■ £70 www.held-uk.co.uk
■ £117 www.kappamoto.com
Big, soft bag is easy to cram full and comfy
to lean on. Never moves on the bike, even
though magnets feel weedy clamping on
tank. Bulk makes it intrusive for U-turns.
Map pocket can’t take the A5 atlas and only
shows one sheet of Michelin map. Some
moisture got inside on the shower test.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

Great, simple, easy-to-use bag – but
magnets feel weak when the bag’s fully
loaded and the test ride had to be stopped
to reposition it for peace of mind, as it
looked a bit wobbly. No problems at all
when ridden in unexpanded size, though.
Three decent external pockets and a
sunglasses pouch. A moderate amount of
water got past the main zip in the test.

SCORES
5
3
4
2
4
18/25

Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

■ £65 www.oxprod.com
Anything it lacks in luxury it delivers in
functionality. Largest outside pocket zips
off to use as a bumbag. Solid on the tank,
though the top may nod at speed. Big
enough to sit the rider up and impedes
full-lock U-turns. Needs rain cover as lots
of water got past the zip in the shower test.

SCORES
4
3
4
3
3
17/25

Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

5
2
4
3
2
16/25
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BEST FOR
EVERYDAY
OXFORD X30
15- 30

6

■ £100 www.oxprod.com
A really handy size when unexpanded,
but unzip and flip up the Velcro-in
reinforcement boards and the X30
becomes a huge bag. It sits the rider up
and limits lock for U-turns, but is stable at
speed. If you choose to lean on it, it’s
comfy. No rain cover is provided, but the
drybag liner will keep kit dry (though no
water got in on our shower test). A really
robust, well-finished bag, it has an integral
sat nav holder. The only real criticism is
that the map pocket is too small to show
more than one fold of a Michelin map at a
time and won’t take an A5 road atlas.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

4
5
4
4
5
22/25

GIVI XS311
15- 20

HELD MARTELLO II

4

9- 15

KAPPA LH200

7

12- 24

■ £110 www.givi.co.uk

■ £66 www.kappamoto.com

Four small magnet flaps don’t inspire
confidence but grip is strong and bag is
solid on the tank. Too big for a full-lock
U-turn, it sits the rider up but isn’t uncomfy.
Pocket for an iPad, which makes a decent
map pocket. A drawstring protects the
main compartment beneath the lid: a little
water breached the zip in the shower test,
but none got past the drawstring.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL
90 |
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4

■ £124 www.held-uk.co.uk
Solid bag, good detailing. Map pocket takes
A5 atlas or 1.5 map pages. Integral sat nav
holder folds up so is easy to see, but eats
into space so waterproofs are a squeeze.
Magnets are strong and it’s stable on the
bike, but shape isn’t comfy to lean on. Can’t
do a full-lock U-turn with it on the tank.

SCORES
3
4
3
4
4
18/25

Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

Feels simple and functional – after you fit
the magnets. Material is soft rather than
rigid, so it’s comfy to lean on – but not too
hard, as the magnets aren’t strong enough
to stop you moving it. It’s solid on the bike
but stops full-lock U-turns. Two outside
pockets are pointlessly small, with the third
carrying the rain cover – vital, as a lot of
water passed the zip in the shower test.

SCORES
4
3
3
3
4
17/25

Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

4
2
4
3
3
16/25

TECH7 EVOLUTION SPORTS
18- 30

6

■ £35 www.mandp.co.uk
Last version of this won a Recommended
triangle – but this won’t. No headstock
strap, weak magnets and a large capacity
make for a tall, wobbly piece of luggage.
Full-lock U-turns are impossible, and at
speed one eye is making sure the bag’s not
blowing off. Shame, as it’s easy to use and
only a little water got inside on the shower
test. But this is not a good tankbag.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

5
3
4
1
2
15/25

I

TANKBAG 
RUCKSACK

t’s the Rocky III clash of the
bike-luggage world: two
heavyweights of convenient
carrying capacity squaring up.
In the blue corner, there’s the
easy-to-fit tankbag that gets your
possessions off your back and puts
them where you can see them and
get at them easily. In the red corner,
the ultimately portable rucksack
that’s simple to carry when you’re
off the bike, affordable and
potentially has greater capacity.
The arguments for the rucksack
are persuasive: they can be cheap,
for a start, though proper
motorcycle-focused ones that are
waterproof and supportive tend not
to be. They’re flexible, as you can
cram loads in or leave the bag half
empty and it makes little or no
difference. And they are undeniably
convenient: put the rucksack on
before your helmet and then just
ride off. No faffing around with
headstock straps or positioning
magnets here.
The downsides of the rucksack
focus on the darker side of biking.
Crashing with a bulky bag on your
back could be bad news, especially
if you don’t have a back protector.

Backpacks are easier at short trips,
but tankbags are better for touring
Many affordable bags are leaky and
while some come with rain covers,
the reality is that while they may
work on pushbikes, most blow off
at motorway speeds on a
motorbike. Also, just the weight of a
bag, especially the drag it exerts on
your shoulders, can be tiring –
especially on a longer day.
For long trips, there’s no question
that we’d rather use a tankbag. For
short day-to-day commuting, it’s
much closer. For many trips, the
ideal solution is one of each.

Good everyday rucksacks

RICHA TS011 TANKBAG
23

6

■ £35 www.richa.eu
Doesn’t feel lovely, but does the job. If you
decide to do without out a few fripperies –
sunglasses, camera and multi-tool – you
can get waterproofs, visor and gloves
inside. Map pocket is wide enough for the
A5 atlas, but too shallow to show it all. Rain
cover is essential as we had to pour water
out after the shower test. Good to ride with,
but wide enough to stop full-lock U-turns.

Kriega R30
£135 www.kriega.com

Alpinestars Tech Aero
£130 www.alpinestars.com

Bags Connection Barracuda
£108 www.motohaus.com

Lomo 30L Drybag
£25 www.lomo.co.uk

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

3
1
4
4
1
13/25
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BEST FOR
DAY TRIPS
OXFORD X4 TANK ’N’
TAILER
4

4

■ £60 www.oxprod.com
Small and versatile bag – straps
are included to turn it into a
tailpack – is just big enough for a
spare visor and takes all our
everyday kit. There’s an integral
sat nav holder fixed with Velcro,
or you can remove it and have a
clear pocket on top for your
phone. There’s a popper-on map
pocket that takes the A5 road
atlas. Sits solidly on the tank
without getting in the way.
Doesn’t have a rain cover, but
doesn’t ship water in the shower test. A
very handy bag.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

2
5
5
5
5
22/25

OXFORD X1 MICRO
1

GIVI EA112

2

2.5

■ £30 www.oxprod.com
Tiny bag doesn’t even take everything we’d
consider the minimum – just wallet, phone,
visor cleaner and Inner Shell. Doesn’t quite
zip up when we add the multi-tool. But if all
you need to take is your phone and wallet,
then it’s ideal. Doesn’t have a rain cover, but
doesn’t ship a drop in the shower test. So
small it’s utterly unobtrusive when riding,
gripping the tank like a limpit. It is very
small, but it might be all you need.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL
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HELD CASE

4

6.5

■ £39 www.givi.co.uk
Curious tankbag, like an attaché case with
magnets on the corners. Clearly designed
more with iPads or netbooks in mind, you
can nevertheless get all the on-the-road
basics inside. Magnets hold it securely and
unobtrusively in place (there are straps as
well) and it’s easy to ride with. Large tablet/
map pocket on the front is very good. Not
the most practical here, but not as daft as it
looks. Rain cover needed, as it’s leaky.

SCORES
0
5
5
5
5
20/25

Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

4

■ £50 www.held-uk.co.uk
Slightly frustrating bag lets you cram lots
in… until the base flexes so magnets don’t
touch the tank. By the time it’s in place,
you’ve taken out everything but the basics,
which could fit in a much smaller bag. Great
to ride with as it’s unobtrusive: fit and
forget, unless you want a full racing crouch.
At which point it’s just a comfortable pad to
lean on. Plastic map pocket flap is too small
to hold either map or A5 road atlas.

SCORES
1
2
5
5
4
17/25

Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

1
3
3
5
3
15/25

THE TANK-RING
SOLUTION

A

KAPPA LH206
7

4

■ £48 www.kappamoto.com
Magnets aren’t strong, so all four need to
grip the tank. Can just bend a visor to make
it fit, but it can distend the bag making it
harder to get all four magnets touching. It’s
unobtrusive on the bike, though the map
pocket is too small for A5 atlas or Michelin
map. It shipped more water than any other
bag in the shower test. Long headstock
strap doubles as a shoulder strap.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

2
1
3
4
3
13/25

N ALTERNATIVE
SOLUTION for those
without metal tanks
– or who don’t want
to use a bag resting directly on the
tank – is a tank-ring-mounted bag.
These need an adaptor or mounting
ring fitting onto the ring around the
filler cap. The bag then clips onto
this ring, sitting above the tank,
regardless of whether the tank is
metal or plastic.
Sounds complicated? When you
see one in action you realise how
beautifully simple the system is.
We’ve used the SW Motech Bags
Connection Quick Lock Evo system
and Held’s Slide system. Held now
offer a third system, developed with
Hepco & Becker, called Lock-It,
using tank-ring-mounted magnets.
With all of these systems, you need
to buy the correct mounting ring for
your bike. One ring will usually fit
most bikes by the same
manufacturer, so it’s easy to swap it

Adaptor plate fits to ring around
filler cap, holding tankbag securely
to another machine if you trade
your bike for another from the
same marque.
Most of these bags are on the
compact side. They work superbly
as day-trip bags, handily carrying
everything from wallet and phone
to sunglasses or even French pèage
tickets: a complement to other
touring luggage, rather than
a replacement for it.

Good tank-ring-mounted bags

TECH7 EVOLUTION SMALL
7

4

■ £20 www.mandp.com

Held Slide Rapid,
£37 + Slide Adapter £35
www.held-uk.co.uk

Held Lock-it Day-Bag
£60 + Lock-it Adapter £55-£75
www.held-uk.co.uk

Bags Connection
Quick Lock Evo City
£135 + tank ring £30
www.sw-motech.com

Bags Connection
Quick Lock Evo Daypack
£97 + tank ring £30
www.sw-motech.com

What are those clips for? There were no
straps provided to fit into them. We had to
protect the tank from them with gaffer
tape. It’s an unobtrusive bag, the magnets
holding it securely in place. You can’t get
much inside, but the phone has its own
pocket (and there’s one for a sat nav too).
Not sure I’d like to take electronic items in it,
as lots of water gets the zips – though
there is a rain cover.

SCORES
Capacity
Showerproof
Ease of use
Riding
Build quality
TOTAL

1
2
2
5
2
12/25
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FUNNY SHAPED TANK?
What to do if no tankbags will fit your bike
The bags we tested here all fitted fine
to all our test bikes, because we used
metal-tanked street bikes. Any
machine with a similarly broad, flat
tank – from sportsbikes to tourers –
would cope equally well with the bags.
That means owners of those bikes
have a wide choice.
But what do you do if you have an
adventure bike, with a tall and steeply
sloping tank? What if your tank has
large areas of plastic on it and you don’t
want a Bagster cover or a tank-ringmounted bag?
This is where adventure-bike owners
rub their hands and point at the
luggage-makers’ expanding
catalogues – almost all of which
feature shaped tankbags designed to

fit the tank of the taller dual-sport
machines. Whether you’re looking at
offerings from off-road/adventure
specialists such as Touratech, German
GS-fettlers Wunderlich or the
adventure pages of the Oxford
catalogue, there are now options.
And whatever style of bike you ride,
you’re now more likely than ever to
have the option of luaggage designed
specifically for the bike and sold by the
bike manufacturer. It’s generally
designed and produced to a high
standard – the bike makers have their
reputation to maintain – in many cases
by big-name luggage manufacturers
such as Givi.
The only catch is the price. BMW’s
official R1200GS tankbag is £189;

Tankbags can be tricky on big trailies
Oxford make an X20 Adventure
tankbag for £80. Then again, this sort
of luggage tends to be developed
alongside the bike (particularly at
BMW), and should be a perfect fit, with
no compromises that restrict steering
lock or make it difficult to access the
petrol filler cap.

The standard of modern tankbags is
high, but there are clear differences
between the best and the rest

What we’ve learnt
about tankbags

L

ET’S MAKE NO bones about it:
there was a lot of discussion in
the RiDE office about giving
triangles to four tankbags by one
manufacturer. But you only have to hold
the recommended product in one hand
and the next-best-scoring one in the other
to see the difference. Tougher materials,
better-quality zips, easy-to-use drybag
liners, proper straps… Oxford have spent
94 |
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years refining their luggage and this has
produced some excellent bags. Some are
more expensive than others – but they’re
worth it, if you choose the right one for
your purposes.
That does not mean the other tankbags
are bad – far from it. The standard in this
test was far higher than we’ve seen before…
with one noteable exception. The Tech7
Evolution Sports tankbag that won a

Recommended triangle four years ago has
changed, losing its headstock strap, its
quality feel and our vote of confidence.
Of the other bags, we’d happily use most
on a daily basis – particularly the larger
bags. The challenge isn’t finding a good bag
so much as finding the one that best suits
your needs. That means looking to the spec
and working out which ticks most boxes.
There will be a bag to suit you.

